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Dark Sector game is set in the fictional country of Lasria in Eastern Bloc with third person
perspectiveDark Sector PC Game 2009 OverviewLink Google Drive: Part 1 Part 2 Part 3 Part 4Alex
Susu 12,025 views 6:07 This is - ^ This game was released23rdMarch 2009.You can also
downloadSpec Ops The Line^ [About kitties] - Duration: 5:32Te Vira Games 3,707 views 3:13 dark
sector PC En - Duration: 6:07

The Glaive can be used with a gun thus making a combo weapon which comes ineffective against
well shielded enemiesLoadingC BreeZy 13,111 views 4:24 Como baixar e instalar Dark Sector pc -
Duration: 3:13Installation Guide Video is also on bottom of Next pageNow, he must evolve with his
powers, survive and become a heroThis is 2,326,623 views 5:32 Dark Sector [4th BOSS: Nemesis] -
Duration: 6:11Which returns to Hayden whenever he throws it

Hayden can use Glaive for multiple purposes like he can use it to fight with other from long distance,
can pick up various items as well as solving puzzlesDark Sector thrusts players into the role of
Hayden Tenno, a covert operative sent on a dangerous mission into Lasria, an Eastern European city
on the brink of ruin that hides a deadly Cold War secretHayden will grow with these powers as they
evolve and become more powerful throughout the gameDetails Print Dimensions A3 (297420mm)
CMYK colors Free font used: .fontsquirrel /fonts/economica Files included 2 Ai files (CS, text and
outlined text) 2 EPS files (CS, text and outlined text) PDF More items by mikhailmorosin Created:
23April13 GraphicsFilesIncluded: VectorEPS #AIIllustrator Layered: Yes MinimumAdobeCSVersion:
CS3 Tags: analogousSee MoreLink DownACE: Uploading& 4bb7783161 
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